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CHAP'l'Tm I IT 

PBR8I 8T:21W~ 0:? AF 1_i_'?,RG~O''f IIAIIT'rADTED BY A RADIOFREQU~lTnY 

FIE~D IN A MBRCUHY ARC 

4.1 • IHTRODUC'ri OIJ 

Study of the afterelow pro cess in a deca~ring 

plasma and the meqpurementR of the coefficient of recombina

tion have been carried out b,y a laJ:-{;e number of investieators. · 

The study haR provided us with information regarding the 

various processes of electron ion, dissociative and radia-

tive recombinRtion anc.~ their relRt:.ve importance in a decRy

in[; plasma. '.i'he, aftGrglow we A.re c:mPidering here is of a 

differe21t type than that investiga·,;ed h:i. therto in the Rense 

that whereas in a !1ormal afterglow the decaying time is of 

the order of a few ~icroseconds or less, in our experiments 

the glow was alJ.owed to cnntinue f:>r a few tens of seconds 

by applying a rAdiofrequency field which provided ~dditional 

ionisation and allowed the plasma to decay at a much slower 

rate. The object ir, to study the i:misation and loss mecha

nism in such a decaying plasma. 

Since the ionisation ai1d lo ns mechanism pro ce sse s 

are functions of an externally app.Lied magnetic field, it 

was thought worthwhile to stud~r thf! persistence time of such 

an afterglow in prese!·u~e of a mRCnE:tic field •. The perturba

tion in the deioni~Rtion proces~es that will occur due to 
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the pre~enc:e of mat,--netic field io expected to help us to 

identif~,r the main operatirg f8.ctorsa ::lienee in the present 

investi~ation, the vnriRtion of persistence time of a decay-

ing afterglow plasma in mer~ury vap~ur has been investigated 

in· presence of radiofre,luenc,y field 1x>th ·in the preAence and 

1'lheri a radiofrequency field j_fl ?..pplied to the after-

c;low of a low preAsure discharge in mercury vapour the after

glow can persist for upto over a mLtute. The time (.T) for 

whi.ch it is visi"t)le depends on cert:tin factors. T is 

incrensed by appl~Tir:.c a macneti c fi E~ld. The explanation of 

thePe ob~ervntions iP that the r.f. field increases the 
' . 

ele~tron temperPtu.re and hence produ.ces in addition active 

rR.di~=tting species A.nd tLe mA.t:;netic field directlv or indi-. . " 

rectly hinders their losn by diffupj_on to the tube wall. 

Hopefully a systemP.tic stu.dy of how T varies with experi-

mental parameterfl vmuld perT.i t us tc. evaluate the various 

loss mechanisms •. This is unfortuna t.:~ly hindered by an appa-

rently Lu1avoid2-ble dependence of th.:! value of r.f. field on 

the intensity (probably mainly the 0lectron content) of the 

decaying discharge itself. IncidentP.lly there seems no doubt 

however that diffusion ip, an import;:;.nt and at times dominent 

lo s'p me chani Rm. 
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4.2. 

Inve8tica~ion haR heen c~rried out in the afterglow 

in R mercury arc. The arc tube is c:ylindrical of length 

38.25 em (sho·,·:n in fie:. 2.1) and i:! eY.cited by a d.c. source 

with a rh eo pta t to crm trol th G current" 1.~hj_ ch:· iS reCOrd eel by 

an amr.Jeter. The whole mercury arc ·:,yRtem is cooled by the 

external circulation of airi and th.:; two mercury pool elect

rodes by circulr.tio::t 0f 1•rati~r. The output from a radio-

frequency oscil~l_ator of frequenc~r .: .• 52 MHz was applied to 

the arc throuch two coupled coilR ::.s dwvm in fig.4.1. The 

applied r.f. val tacse is tun~d b~r the condenser and the rec
i 

tifioC d.c. outp~t voltage is recorded by the d.c. voltme~er. 
I 

" 
i'he level of radiofrequency power ::~upplied by the oscillator 

·-
was low enough so as not to cnuse E.n~r breakdo1•m of the gas. 

The pra8Pure in!:'ide the arc was ma:intained at 0.05 torr. To 

maintr-tin the pressure constant, dr~,;- air which acts as a 

buffer gas waR introduced by a variable microleak of a 

needle vetlve. ·J:'he arc diRcharge wa:= run for a few minutes 

so that a steRC.y concli tion wR.s rea·:·hed and the outside wall 

temperA.ture was noted. Then the pr:i.rnar~r arc discharge was 

switched off. A glovv i.•.rhi ch developr:d .in the wake of swi t-

chi::tg off of the arc pernistef for a few seconds and then 

clisap:penrecl. Tir.1e of persiRtence o::: the glow 1-vRs recorded 

'by a stop W8.tch. ''lhen there wan no radiofrequency power 

applied to the A.TC, :!:10 glow WP.S Vi :-·i ble after the .SWitching 

offof the orit=~·inal dif'chA.rge. ;l'he {i'low ':Vas rneR.sured under 

different concli tions of the :discharge. 
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A maeneti~ fi8ld provided ·-)y an electromagnet wa8 

applied to the po f'i ti ve col umrt of the discharge, to find 

t h e e f f e c t o f m a i ;n e t i r: f i e l d on t ll e p e r :=:d s t en c e tim e o f the 

aftert;low. 

Persistence times have been measured by a sto:p watch 

and so an error of + 1 s~c. in re~ording times might be 

present. Nevertheless the persist1mce times for glow Rre 

of the order of tens of seconcls so this possible error in 

the recordings of tiQe is expecteJ to cau~e not much appre-

ci?l")le error. 

T'lhen the ?.rc waf' switched off a greenish white 

glow existed throughout the whole of the discharge vessel 

with P.n r.f. fie.icl present_e ri'hereafter the glow in the ends 

VA.r.iPhec' first c:-tnd ul timatel,y the Glow survived only in the 

central regi0n. Here it was first an ellipsoid, then a 

~phere and laptl~r a spheroid. T w:=ts taken to be the time 

interval from the instant when th3 arc was switched off to 

the instant ·when the afterglow fi:1ally vanished. 

4.3. RESULTS AND DERERVATION 

These are sumrnarised in figures 4.2 to 4.7, the 

discharges and magnetic param~ters being given in the 

ficures and in their captions. 

The arc c~rrent is fixed at three values of 3A, 

3.5A, and 4A, prespure =0.05 tor.r, frequency of ref. field 

4 • 5 2 rm z • 1<, i i ~ • 4 • 2 s h o w s t L e v a r .i 2. t i on Q f T f o r a f i xed 

arc currents of 3A, 3.5A and 4A fjr different periods of 
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e:v::citR"tion of arc which vRries fr:>m 15 sec. to 3 min. It 

is on the bapis of si~ilar tender.cy towards an a8ymptote of 

all three curve8 thP..t 3 cinutes "'fo-.s ad():oted A.G the ti!!"le of 

switch off in all cP.ses before the~ afterglown investigation 

started. 

Fig. 4 .. 3. 

The arc in e:;.:ci ted for 3 rn:_nu"tes. Fig. 4.3 shows 

the variation of persistence time 'Vi th arc· current varying 

from "2.0 to 4.5 A. For each curre11t the arc is kept excited 

for 3 minuteR artd tlien switched a::f. Persistence time is 

then measured. "'.'lith the increaf.1e 1:f arc current, T, the 

persistence t:j..me increRsc;s lineFu·ly but near about 4.0 to 

4.5A the curvesshow a tendency of saturation which must 

some how arise from a corresponc1ir,e; erowth in the active· 

species or their precursors in the arc. 

Fig. 4. 4 .. 

To see how the persistence time is dependent on out-

put voltage of the applied r.f. fj_elC:~,. the experiment has 

been performed ~·ri th a fixed arc ctl..rrent b.ut the applied 

field. is varied. The figure repre:1ents results for three 

arc currents namely 3A, 3. 5A and ~~A. The applied radio

frequency field Lafl been varied f::--om 250 to 350 volts, arc 

e:;.:citation time is 3 minutes.· The time of persistence 

becomes a lin ear function of the applied r. f. voltage. The 

same nature of variation is observed for all the three 

cEtses of arc ct<.rrent (3A, 3.5A, and 4A). 
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A very important ob~ervAtio~ has been made with regard 

to variation of r.f. voltaGe Tiith time as soon as the main 

arc current is switcheC. off. It iF obperved that when there 

is no arc discharge the measured rectif~ed ·output voltage 

of the r.f. oscillator is. 260 voltso As soon as the arc is 

switched on, this rectified voltage drops to 11 volts in 

caRe of arc current 2.5A, to 14 volts in case of 3A arc 

cu.rre!'lt ancl to 15 voltA in case of 4A arc current. ~Then the 

arc is switched off it immediatel,y increases to 100 volts 

ancl c:radually rines 'Ni th time unti1 the ori5inal voltage 

i::;; restored when the glow v~.nishep. i'he nature of varia-

ti0n is alrno st 'Rimilar for three different arc current A. The 

results are plotted in fie. 4.5. 

Investicatirm of the effect of magnetic field on 

per~istence time has been carried Jut in two ways. In the 

first set of eY.periments the maGnetic field·has been kept 

fi:·:ed at 322 gauss and the arc current has been changed 

from.2.5 to 4.5A. Arc duration tims is J minutes in each 

case. As in the CP.se without macnetic field persistence 

time 
. . . , 
lncrea~es Wl""Gn the current th~ueh the persistence time 

with mae-;netic field ie hi{:her than that vvithout field. The 

sRme nature of variation is obtained from mac;netic fields 

580 ca~ss and 725 gauss (fig. 4.6). In the second set of 

experiments perPiRtence time has teen meRsured ~eeping the 

arc current conn-cant A-nd var~.rinc t·.1e maenetic field •. It is 

observed that ~ersistence time increases with the increase 

of the maenetic field (fig. 4-.7). 
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4.4. DI~0U8~ION 

The reP.Pon why nfter tho extinction of the main 

ar~ cu.rren t the glo1'! persi~t~ can be ar1cri bed to the fact 

that due to the flo~ nf arc current a sufficiently high 

electron densi t~r haR built up say ')f t'he brd·er of 10 13 elect

rons ner c.c. In a"bRence.of the applied r.f. field the glow 

instantaneously VA.niPhes vrhen the arc current is cut off. 

·,ve find that the prePe!'"tCe of the r .. f. field enhances the 

persistence tirLe of the afterclovr to say 50 to 60 seconds 

depending upon the arc current. Vfe have ascribed th.;i.s persis

tence ~f the elow to the fresh ionJ.sation produced by the 

r.f. field and the loss of electror.s may be due to recombi

nation, diffusion and attachment. Jn order to u_r1.derstand the 

variation of persistence time with arc cu.rrent and 'other 

parameters, we have to .find the relative importance of 

various loss processes in differen·~ pressure ranges. It is 

difficult to iclen ti fy the parti cul1'.r loss pro cess which 

dominates at a certR.in presf:ure ra1:.ge. DandurR.nt and Holt 

(1951) studied the electron remova] proces~es in mercury 

afterglow by microwRve technique a11d Rlso be observing the 

visible and ultravi0let licht inte!:~ity and spectrum asso-

ciated with thR Rf"Gerclow by a gated photomultiplier. It 

is to be no"Ged that in the A.fterg:.or-J in our present work 

visible mer~u.r~r lines :·rere observed throu.gh a constant 

deviation spectroGraph specially a~ low presRure. As con-

81 ucl. ed by Dane Ul'!:>_nd Rnd Holt ( 1 9 51 ) we can thus con cl ucl e 
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that at lo~ prePP~re the lose is primarily due to recombina-

tion. The process is made complez by the presence of metas-

tables in the pla;.ma. A~~ordint; La the obser 1ration made bJr 

Bllihulatov (1966) •1n the deionis;".tion of a mercury plasma 

we cq!l con~lu(e that within the :·;·resE:ure ri:mge of 0.01 to 

0.10 torr deionisA.tiGn takes pl2 .. ::e mainl,y through the diffu-

sion of ion ele~tron gas to the v~lls of the discharge 

vesP.el. Nishikawa, Fujie and ~uita ( 1971) '.vho investigated 

the atomic calli ri }n pro cePse l:l o -::curing in a flowing after-

-glow mercury plasma conclucl.ed frcm their observation that at 

hi~her pressure ranee attachment is the major dominating 

loRP. procesp.. :'<,rom the e:v:perir.Jental results obtained b~r 

Baihulatov (1966) we c11n A.PPume thr-tt within the prer,rure 

ranee nf 0.01 to 0.10 torr diJCur:ion dominateR as a maior . ~ 

fRctor for losP. ''Jh~reas fro~ the results of Nishikawa 

et al (1971) it is evident that in the high pressure 

region [p - ) total 0.10 torr J major loss of elect-

rons is due to attRchment. It is not thus possible to 

identify the typical loss r.Jechan:,_sm which is dominating 

at a particulA.r pressu.re. It ma,y be solely due to either 

one of the pracenses namely recoubination, diffusion ar 

atte.chment or mor.<; thRn one or two proceP.ses may be acting 

sim ul tA.n eo usly. 

The rate of r-;eneration of fresh electrons will be 

given by \) n where V is t~1e frequency of ionisation 

b~r the rRdinfreqil.en~~r field R.nd n is the electron denAity 
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at t h e in s tan t ~yf t l1 e ex tin c t i on C> f t h e a r c , if ~ d en o t e s 

the losP due to v~rinuR procesnes then we eRn write 

( 4.1 ) 

From the two s~ts of observqtions a~.xecprded in. fig. (4.2) 

Rnct (4.3) we CA.n see that the rP_tr~ of fresh ionisA.tion by 

the rRc.liofrecrue21CJ' field 1.vill depend upon the instRntaneous 

electron den P.i ty and it will be l:lrger for higher arc 

current. As thn rRte of ionisation process will increase 

with n that is with arc current the time of persistence 

will nat~.trRll~r increase wi "th arc '!u.rrento 

Besit"i.es the i:ncrease of elc~ctron density with ·the 

incre.CJ.P.e of the c.rc current another fR.ctor namely the heat 

generated i:n ench case is also increasing. In the first set 

of observations gas temperature hns in creased for each obser-

VP.ti0n be cause time d urR. tion has been gradually in creased for 

eRch observation keeping the current constant at a fixed 

value. In the second set of obser1ration currents have been 

increased step by step with the s~rne time durRtion and hence 

for ePch obPervRtir"Jn thr-; hefl.t devE~loped is proportionA-l to 
. 2.. • 
l where t is the current Rnd which has in creased the 

temperqture of the gRs. 

as d eel uced b,y 

Kihn.rFJ. (1952) 

=N~cr 
Ct 

(4.2) 
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h ,..,.. and c are molecu2.ar coni3tants introduced bv w ere \.J • 'i v 

J:ihara, F iR tr.e number of inolecvJ_er- at 1 torr, and Te 

is tr1e 

where 

electron te!:lperature. As nh :1 ;.·.m by Per~on (1961) ,... 

T T + N ( eE )2 = )K mV m e e 

T is the caG ternpe~ature .M and rn 
g 

(4.3) 

are the 

map~es of neutral gas particles and electron respectively, 

K is the Boltzmann crmstant, '
1 the electron a~o!:l vm 

calli si on freq uen C~', which 8ho ws that T increases with e 

the in crease of T .-~'lith t!1e incre:Lse of current and its g 

t~me of duration as has been done here Tg increases 

which further increases Te and hence "\) increases~ This 

increases the perBistence time. We ma,y further consider 

how gas terJperature e:tters into the rate. p.rocesses. 

1) In the procesR of asBociative ionisation in the 

+ 
formation of Hg2 , Tg the gas temperature enters expli-

ci tel~r in the reaction rate. It has been further knovm 

(Sadhya and Sen, 1980) that in a mercury arc discharge 

+ Hg2 ions are chiefly the ionised species. 

2) Quenching rate for heav~r particles metastable levels 

will increase with Tg. An effective quenching process of 

is 

(4.4) 
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It has been discupsed by J:Iitcbel anc.l Zemansky (1961) that tl:e 

e !1 e r gy o f 0 • 2 1 e e V i :n t h i P rea c t ion j r-: t R k en up by lT 2 mol e

cules as vibrati0nal energy. But whe:CJ. neutral na.rticles are 

hot enough, ~uch of n 2 
mole~ules will be in vibrational 

· s~ate so that the reverse ~eaction 

+ N 2 ( 4. 5) 

ma,y be one of the important procesf'es that populate 

63P level. This dircusrion sho1.-vs ho·u T . 1 g or Te .influences 

the ionisation process in mercur.r vapouro 

From fig. 4.4, it is evident that as the magnitude 

of the applied radiofrequency fiGld i.s gradually increased 

for a constant vaiue of the arc current, T the persistence 

time of the afterglow increnses linearly. This is true for 

the three arc currents studied namely 3A, 3.5A, and 4.0 A. 

Putting the value of in the expression for V as dedu-

ced by Kihara we get 

= eE3 \J 
c. ( 3 A. p ) 1/2 

J... 

e E 3 cr 
ci (3)\.P )1/2 

exp 
-[-· 

-· 

•J -
m c~ N ( 3 A P) 1 / 2 

2 e E 
( 4. 6) 

since in our calculatinn it comes out that the term 

m C f N ( 3 ~ P ) 1,/2 I 2 e E ~ 1 witt E of the order of 

tens of vol t/cm. As ac<:!ording to our previous argument the 
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persistence time T will be proportional to \) which accor

ding to the above approximation is proportional to E for 

constant arc current. The results give further evidence to 

the fact that persistence time is proportional to·initial 

·electron density produced by the arc. It ··iS .evident from 

fig. (+.3) that for the same. radiofrequenc,y field applied 

the· persistence times are almost proportional to strength of 

current that is proportional to electron density. Hence we can 

conclude that the two factors which mainly govern the value of 

persistence time are v and n (the frequency of ionisation 

produced by the radiofrequenc:r field depe~ds upon the elect-

ron temperature and the magnitude 'of the radiofrequency field , 

and the electron aensity is entirely governed by the arc current). 

It has however, been pointed ~ut earlier that the electron 

temperature Te is directly related with the gas temperature 

(mercury vapour temperature) which in its turn is dependent 

upon the arc current and the time for which the current flows. 

The linear variation of persistence time with the variation of 

radiDfrequency field strength can thlis be explained. 

An interesting observation that has been made and the 

results entered in Table (4.1), show that the rectified 

radiofrequency voltage is maxim urn when there is no arc 

current. As soon as the arc strikes there is a ·sudden fall 

of r.f. voltage to a low value. As t~e arc current is switched 

off, the voltage at once rises and t~1e tabUlated results pro

vide the tempo=ral variation of r.f. voltage. 
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Table 4.1 

2.5 A 3.0 A. 4.0 A 'Time 

in arc current arc current arc current 

sec. 

---
0 

10 

20 

)0 

40 

50 

60 

70 

80 

90 

,__ -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - ,_ 
Rectified r.f. ~oltage (a) befor~ arcing, 

(b) after striking. 

a)26ov' 

b) 11 v 
a) 260 V 

b) 14 v 
a) 260 V 

b) 15 v 

Rectified voltage in volts (arc current off} 

------- ---- ---
100 95 78 

118 110 90 

;140 135 105 

195 170 120 

215 2'10 135 

2'50 24·0 150 

260 2~50 185 

260 205 

255 

260 

A repreRentative curve showing the variation of 

radiofrequen cy voltage with time iR shown in Fig. (4. 5). 

--

The circuit diagram of the experimental arrangement has 

been shown in Fig. (4.1). To analyse the circuit we assume 

that let E be the voltage inducHd from the tank coil of 
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the oscillator to the secondRr,lr circuit which actually 

supplies r.f. ~ower to the arc. Then the current through 

the secondary circuit is 

I 
E 

(4-.'7) 

where R1 is the ohmic resistance of L
1 

L1 & L2 are the inductances of the two coils 

C is the untlmecl (original) capaci t~r. Then the 

voltage reading acroPs the voltmeter is 

E 
X 

J ( R1 + 'Rz )
10 

+ \_ <.J Cl1 _,_ Lz)- ~c. y-

where W is the angular frequenc~1 of the applied r. f. 

field. When the circuit is tuned and the new capacity 

for resonance is C1 we get 

( 4.8) 

so that resonant current is £.j("R 1 -\-R2.) and the 

resonant voltage is 

(4-.9) 
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The plasma column can be assumed to be a cylindrical conductor. 

The alternating magnetic field associated with the radiofrequency 

current induces an r.f. electric current within the plasma. 

The plasma column i t~elf can be conrddered. to. act like a 

secondar~r coil. It has been shown by a detailed mathematical 
'. 

analysis by Gho Aal, Nandi and sen ( 1976) that when plasma is 

excited in the arc the total resistance of the coil surro~~d~ 

ing the arc will be given by 
R2 + ~..:>1. ML. 

~0 

is the reflected resistance in L2 .111 is 

the mutual ind.uctance between the primary and secondP.r,y coil 

and R
0 

is the azimuthal plasma resistance. Hence in the 

afterglow region of the plasma the radiofrequency rectified 

voltage will be given by 

E 

(4.10) 

·Then from ·equations ( 4. 9) and (4.10) 

w1. M'l. v1 
1 + -

( R 1 + 'R 2) 'Ro v'l 

w2 M:~.- [v, 
C i< 1 + "K2) 'R: ~ 1J 

(4 .. 11) 

Since the right hand side of eq_uatic•n (4.11) can be obtained 

from experimental data, R
0 

can be c::-.lculR.ted if the values of-
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w , M, R1 and R2 can be obtained. The values of R1 

and R2 have been meaf1ured and R1 - 10.52 n and R2 = 
10.3 ..Q... • M was ca.l.. cula ted by asE uming the plasma inductance 

to be a secondary with turn unity and having an average 

cross section equal to half the inner cross section of the 

tube (Simpson, 1960). The'value of M thus calculated 

c 0 m e s 0 u t t 0 be M = 0 • 3 59 r H • Hence w M :;:: 6 • 28 X 4 • 52 xo • 3 59 

and 

Hence 

v.} .. M2 

(R~+~z) 

s-·041 
'R = 

0 [¥~ ~ 1 J (4-.12) 

It is observed' from Table- ( 4.1) that when the arc has not 

been excited the radiofrequency voltage is 260V,for an arc 

current of 2.5A, the r.f. voltage dropsto 11 volts. We can 

thus· calculate R
0

, the a?.iimuthal plasma resistance frol!l 

the above equation. Putting v1 = 260 V and v2 -~ 11 V, 

R
0 

. 0.2227 5L • In the same wa~r values of R at diffeo 

rent times after the arc has been extinguished can be 

calculated from the values of r.f. voltage (Table 4.1) 

at different times. The values of R
0 

at different t 

values in the afterglow for an arc current of 2.5 A is 

entered in Table (4.2). 
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Table 4.2 

- - -------
' I 

I ' ~--
t 
in 0 10 20 30 40 50 I 60 

sec. 

R 
0 

in .9-

2.017 4.187 5.875 

'··· 

15.1 24.13 126 Infinity 

Now 
1 }.., 

R = ---
o c.J s where a is the cond ucti vi ty and ~ is 

the length of the colt~n and S the area of cross section 

then 
.1 t. 

a ·"Res 

Further .L then--
'Rc'S 

where Vc is the electron atom collision frequency.· As the 

obpervations have been carried out at constant pressure Ve, 
is constant and we get from the above relatiod n.l oC J... 

x..., \> Rc 

Hence if ll;t is the instantaneous charge density in the 

decaying plasma when the azimuthal plasma re~istance is R0~c 

we get 

or 

(4.13) 
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The value of n , . the ·charge particle d~nsity has been 

'det~rmined in an arc plasma for a current of 2 .5A in this 

labO:rator~.r recentl~r by Hall ef.fect measurement (Sen and 

·Ghosh, 1985) and n 

:ing values of Ko-t. 

3.638 x 10 12 • Taking the corre~pond

·the charge particle density in the 

:decaying plasma at diff-erent times has been calculated 

utiliSing equation (4.13). 

t, 
time 

'in 

:sec. 

0 

I 
'-

. ' I 

-Parti-; 4.018 
. cles 
den-

. si ty. 

Table 4.3 

10 20 40 50 

1.936 5.'367 '3.'359 6.431 

·- --- ----

0 

60 

It is thus possible to ca~lculate the temporal varia

ition of electron density in a depaying plasma placed in a 

.radiofrequency field. The v~riation of .electron density 

with time is shown in fig. (4.8) .• It is consistent with 

·the time of persistence as has beeri observed here. 

'Persistence time in presence of transverse magnetic field 

It is observed from the maasuremeht of persistence 

time in presence of tran~werse magnetic field that persis.:... 

tence time increases when the ma,~netic field is present than 

i'n its ,absence. This is evident for three magnetic fields 
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namely 322 gauss, 35~:; gauss and 725 gauss, for the variation 

of arc current from 2.5 to 4.5 A. The discharge tube was 

allowed to cool in the same environment during,the time of 

recording. Magnetic field was switched on just before the 
' . 

switching off of the arc current. Visually it was observed 

that as magnetic field increases the radiofrequency glow 

becomes brighter. \Ve have o-bperved in a number of experiments 

that the intenAity of spectral line increased in transverse 

magnetic field, Sen, Das and Gupta (1972), Sadhya and Sen 

(1980) and the present author (Chap. III) • The enhance-

ment of intenfd t_y of afterglow points to the fact that the 

afterglow is due mainly to the radi')frequency field. 

The magnetic field also affects the continuance of 

the afterglow phenomena in another way. As we have already 

mentioned the loss of charged particles is due to recombi-

nation, attachment and diffusion and it is difficult to 

ascertain which loss process predqminates. If we assume 

that loss of charged particles is due to diffusion then as 

is ·well knovm. the diffusion coefficient decreases in presence 

of maGnetic field according to the relation 

p 
(4.14) 

where the electrl)n c~rclotron· frequency 

and '"C i8 the time for collision be·tween charged particles 

and neutral atomA and moleculer,. As diffusion of charged 

pRrticles towards the ;vall de~rease;3 the energy carried by 

thE? charged particles towards the wall where they are neut

ralised by recombinntion also decreases. Hence the rate of 
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loss of charged particles decreaseB whereas the ionisation 

frequency due to radiofrequency fi<~ld in presence of magnetic 

field is not changed by a significant factor (Sen and Jana, 1977). 

Consequently the net life time of charged particles in the 

afterglow increases which can explcdn the-enhancement of 

persistence time in prese:qce of macnetic field,. 

It is difficult to isolate the particular losB proce~s 

which predominates as has been mentioned earlier. The pressure 

inside the arc and its size can be so chosen that recombi-

nation may dominate over diffusion. In that case the magnetic 

field should not have anJ.r affect Ol':, the persistence time and 

if the losses do not depend on magr;etic field, disr.ociRtive 

re~ombination i~ the only dominating loss mechanism in the 

afterglow plaEJma. This io the same argument that was put for

ward by Kuckes et al (1~:61) while investigating the deca~r of 

helium plasma in B.1. Rtellarator. As they observed that loss 

rate is independent of magnetic field between 2.9 and 3.5 Kg 

it was concluded that plasma was recombination dominated and 

loss due to diffusion can be regarqed as negligible. In this 

investigation, we have however, recorded the persistence times 

only. ~enerally for a fuller information of afterglow, den

sities of different particles are measured as a function of 

time. The results are then analysec1 with the ·rate or continuity 

equations of particles and i-Vi th a 1:nowledge of electron tem

pe~ature relaxation, different macroscopic coefficients for 

the narticles are measured.o Simply a knowledge of persistence 
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time cannot give a clear picture of the decay rates of 

particles. Laptly the disappearance of occurance of a dis•.:· 

charge was inferred usuall,y b? obf~erving the glow. So 

when the glow VRniBhed we considereC..that afterglow 

ceased to exist. But the decay rates of charged 

particles ma~r be different from the decay rate of 

excited atoms which are responsible for creating 

the visual picture of the glow. GEmerally it is believed 

that during the decay, production of new charged particles 

ceases and concentration of charged particles then dec-

reaAes by different loss mechanism such as recombination 

and·ambipolar diffusion approaching finite but very small 

value. Ho\vever, for an anaiysis of the experimental data 
. . 

we have correlated the visual glovlf with the plasma since 

the radiation is definitely an electron atom process 

(either it is recombination radiation or an electron 

excitation radiation). 
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g . 
Persistence of afterf1ow maintained by a radiofrequency field in a mer
cury arc 

S. N. SENt, S. K. SADHYAt, M. GANTAITt and D. C. JANAt 

Afterglows in low pressure mercury arc vapour which remain visible for many 
seconds (T, which is defined as the time of persistence) can be produced by apply
ing a radiofrequency field to the decaying discharge. T has been measured for 
different arc currents and also for different times of excitation of the arc. T 
increases if there is a longitudinal magnetic field, indicating that part of the decay, 
which may be substantial in some instances, is due directly or indirectly to diffu
sion of charged particles to the wall. The effect on T of varying the radiofrequency 
power and the strength of the magnetic field are described and discussed briefly, 
together with a retroactive effect of the decaying discharge on the voltage of the 
oscillator. 

1. Introduction 

When a radiofrequency field is applied to the afterglow of a low pressure dis
charge in mercury vapour the afterglow can persist for over a minute. The time (T) 
for which it is visible depends on various factors. T is increased by applying a 
longitudinal magnetic field. The explanation of the observations is that the rf field 
increases the electron temperature and hence produces additional active radiating 
species, and the magnetic field directly or indirectly hinders their loss by diffusion to 
the tube wall. Hopefully a systematic study of how T varies with experimental 
parameters would permit the evaluation of the various loss mechanisms. This is 
unfortunately hindered by an apparently unavoidable dependence of the value of 
the rf field on the intensity (probably mainly the electron content) of the decaying 
discharge itself. There seems no doubt, however, that diffusion is an important and 
at times dominant loss mechanism. 

2. Experimental arrangement 

Investigations have been carried out in the afterglow of a mercury arc. The arc is 
cylindrical, of length 38·25 em, and is excited by a DC source with rheostat control. 
The arc is cooled by the external circulation of air. The output from a radiofre
quency oscillator of frequency 4·52 McjS. was supplied to the arc through two 
coupled coils, as shown in Fig. 1. 

The applied rf voltage is tuned by the condenser and the rectified DC output 
voltage is recorded by the DC voltmeter. The level of radiofrequency power sup
plied by the oscillator was low enough not to cause on its own any breakdown of 
the gas. The pressure inside the arc was 0·049 torr. To maintain the pressure con
stant, dry air, which acts as a buffer gas, was introduced by a variable micro-leak 
needle valve. The arc discharge was run for a few minutes so that a steady condition 

Received 9 January 1987; accepted 22 January 1987. 
t Department of Physics, North Bengal University, Darjeeling, West Bengal, Pin 734430, 

India. 
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L. F. C. L.F.C. R.F.C. 

Figure 1. Experimental arrangement. 

was reached, and the outside wall temperature noted. When the primary arc dis
charge was switched off an afterglow appeared and T was recorded by a stop watch 
with an error of ± 1 s. When there was no radiofrequency power supplied to the arc, 
no glow was visible. T was measured for different discharge parameters and mag
netic fields. 

When the arc was switched off, a greenish white glow appeared throughout the 
whole of the discharge vessel with an rf field present. Thereafter glow in the ends 
vanished first and ultimately the glow survived only in the central region. Here it 
was first an ellipsoid, then a sphere and lastly a spheroid. T was taken to be the 
time interval from the instant when the arc was switched off to the instant when the 
afterglow finally vanished. 

3. Experimental results 

These are summarized in Figs. 2-6, the discharges and magnetic parameters 
being given on the figures and in their captions. 

Figure 2 shows how T varies with the time that the arc has been switched on. It 
is on the basis of the similar tendency towards an asymptote of all three curves that 
3 minutes was adopted as the time of switch off in all cases before the afterglow's 
investigation started. 

Figure 3 shows how T varies with arc current. There is a tendency towards 
saturation which must somehow arise from a corresponding growth in the active 
species or their precursors in the arc. 

Figure 4 shows how T varies with rectified radiofrequency voltage; with an 
increase in the latter the electron temperature will increase, leading in a variety of 
ways to an increased concentration of the active radioactive species. 

Figure 5 gives an example of how T increases with an increase in the magnetic 
field; the origin of the tendency to saturation is not entirely clear. It could arise in a 
number of ways (cfFranklin 1976). 

Finally, Fig. 6 gives an example (cf § 1.) of the disturbing effect of the afterglow 
(almost certainly the electrons in it) on the rectified radiofrequency voltage. 

We have also observed in a number of experiments that the intensity of spectral 
lines increases in a magnetic field (Sen et al. 1972), but a far more detailed analysis 
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of the decaying plasma by the standard techniques will be required before the role of 
the different possible decay processes, e.g. dissociative recombination, (Kuckes et al. 
1962) can be ascertained. 
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PERSISTENCE OF AFTERGLOW MAINTAINED BY A 
RADIOFREQUENCY FIELD IN A MERCURY ARC 

S N SEN, S K SADHY~, M GANTAIT and D C JANA 

Department of Physics, North Bengal University, Pin 734 430, India-: 

(Received 22 July 1985; aft_er Revision 19 December 1986) 

By applying a radiofrequency field to a mercury arc it has been observed that 
the persistence time of afterglow-increased manifold after the main arc current 
is switched off. The persistence time has been measured for (a) different arc 
currents (2amp. to 4.5amp.), (b) for a fixed current but for different excitation 
times of the arc discharge (f~om 15 seconds to 3 minutes) and (c) also for 
different output voltages of the radiofrequency oscillator. The variation is 
linear over a wide range and the increase of persistence time in afterglow has 
been ascribed to additional ionization produced by the radiofrequency field 
and assuming various loss mechanisms such. as diffusion, attachment and 
recombination and utilizing Kihara's theory1 of radiofrequency discharge; a 
qualitative explanation of the results has been provided. The imposition or' 
magnetic field increases the persistence time which has been ascribed to the 
diminution of loss of charged particles due to decrease of diffusion in a 
magnetic field. It is concluded that loss due to diffusion in such an afterglow 
plasma dominates over the loss due to recombination and attachment. : 

Key Words : Afterglow; Radiofrequency Field; Mercury Arc; Plasma Decay 

INTRODUCTION 

STUDY of the afterglow process in a decaying plasma and the measurements of the 
coefficient of recombination have been carried out by a large number of investiga
tors. The study has provided us with information regarding the various processes 

-of electron ion, dissociative and radiative recombination and their relative impor
tance in a decaying plasma. The afterglow being considered here is different from 
that investigated hitherto in the sense that whereas in a normal ·afterglow the decay
ing time is of the order· of a few microseconds or less, in our experime-nts 
the glow was allowed to continue for a few tens of seconds by applying a radiofre
quency field which provided additional ionization and allowed tpe plasma decay at 
a much slower rate. Tl;le object is to study the ionization and loss mechanism in 
such a decaying plasma. Since the ionization and loss mechanism processes are 
functions of an externally applied magnetic field, it was thought worthwhile 'to study 
the persistence time of such an afterglow in presence of a magnetic field as well. 

ExPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT 

Investigation has been carried out in mercury afterglow in a mercury arc. The out
put from a radio frequency oscillator of frequency 4.52McfS was applied to the arc 
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L r:. C. L.F.C. R.F.C. 

FIG 1 Experimel).tal arrangement. 

through two secondary coils as shown in the Fig. 1. The ~ppli~d r.f. v'oltage is 
tuned by the condenser and the rectified d. c. output voltage is recorded by the d.c. 
voltmeter. The level of radiofrequency power' supplied by the oscillator was low 
enough so· as not to cause any breakdown · of the gas. The arc discharge was run 
for a few minutes so that a steady ·condition was reached: Then the -primary-arc 
discharge was switched off, A glow which developed in the wake of switching off 
of the arc persisted for a few seconds and then disappeared. Time of persistence of 
the glow was recorded by a stop watch. The glow was measured under different 
conditions of the discharge and in presence of transverse magnetic field. 

RESULTS AND OBSERVATION 

The arc is excited for 3 minutes, frequency of the r.f. field is 4.52MHz. Pressure = 
0:05 torr. Fig. 2 shows the variation of persistence time T with current varying 
from 2.5 amp. to 4.5 amp. 

The arc current is fixed at 4 amp. Fig. 3 shows the variation of T the persis
.t~nce time for arc currents 3amp, 3.5amp and 4amp. for different periods of excita
tion of the arc which varies from 15 seconds to 3 minutes. The variation is initially 
linear and then shows a tendency of saturation. 

To see how the persistence time is dependent on output voltage of the applied 
r.f. field, the experiment has been performed with a fixed arc current but the applied 
field is varied. The figure represents results for three arc currents namely 3amp., 
3.-5amp., and 4 amp. The applied radiofrequency field has been varied from 250 to 
350 volts, arc excitation time 3 minutes. The time of persistence becomes a linear 
function of the applied R F voltage. The same nature of variation is observed for 
all the three cases of arc current (3amp, 3.5amp and 4amp). 

A very important observation has been made with regard to variation ofr.f. 
voltage with time as soon as the main arc current is switched off. It is observed that 
when there is uo arc discharge the measured rectified output voltage of the r.f. 
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. oscillator is 260volts. As soon as the arc is switched on, this rectified voltage drops to 
II volts in case of arc current 2.5amps, to I4 volts in case of 3amps arc current and 
to I5 volts in case of 4 amps arc current. When the arc is switched off it immedia
tely increases to 100 volts and gradually rises with time until the original voltage is 
restored when the glow vanishes. The miture of variation is almost similar-for 
three different arc currents. The results are plotted in Fig. 5. 

'Investigation of the effect of magnetic field on persistence time has been carried 
out in two ways. In the first set of experiments the magnetic field has been kept 
fixed at 322 gauss and the arc current has been changed from 2.5 to 4.5amps. Arc 
duration time is 3 minutes in each case. As in the case ~ithout magnetic field 
persistence time increases with the current though the persistence time wit~ magnetic 
field is higher than that. without field. The same nature of variation is obtained 
for magnetic fields 580 gauss and 725 gauss (Fig. 6). In the second set of experi
ments persistence time has been measured keeping the arc current constant and 
varying the magnetic field. It is observed that persistence time increases with the-· 
increase of the magnetic field (Fig. 7). 
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·:olscussroN-
The reason for persistence of the glow after extinction of the main arc current may 
be due to the fact that the flow of arc current has built up a sufficiently high electron 
density say of the order of 1013 electrons per c.c. Since in the absehce of the applied 
d'. field the glow instantaneously vanishes when 'the arc current is cut off, we find 
tl;lat the presence of the r.f. field enhances the persistence time of the afterglow to 
around 50-60 seconds depending upon the arc current. We have ascribed this 
per~istence of the glow to the fresh ionization produced by the r.f. field and the loss . 
of electrons may be due to recombination, diffusion and attachment. It is however 
not possible to identify the typical loss mechanism which d@minates at a particular_ 
pressure. It may be solely due to either one of the processes namely recombination, 
diffusion or attachment or more than one or two processes may be acting simul
t~neously. 

The rate of generation of fresh electrons. will be given by vn where v is the 
frequency of ionization by the radio frequency field and i1 is the electron density at 
the instant of the extinction of the arc; if 3 denotes the loss due to various processes 
then we can write 

~ = (vn- 3).' at 
.... (1) . 
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A - 322 gauss, B ~ 560 gauss, C - 725 gauss. 

From the two sets of observations recorded in Figs. 2 and 3, the rate of fresh ioniza
tion by the radiofrequency field is seen to depend upon the instantaneous electron 
density and the same will be larger for higher arc current. As the rate of ionization 
process will increase with n that is with arc current the time of persistence will 
naturally increase with the arc current. 

Besides the increase of electron density with the increase of the arc current 
another factor namely the heat generated in each case is also increasing. Because in 
the first set of observations, currents have been increased step by_ step with the same 
time duration and hence for each observation the heat developed is proportional'to ~
i2, where i is the current and which has increased the temperature of the gas. In the· 
second set of observations gas temperature has also increased for each observation 
because time duration has been graduaJly increased for each observation keeping 
the current constant at a fixed value. 
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Fro 7 Variation of persistence time with magnetic fie\d for a fixed arc current. 

Taking the expression for v as deduced by Kiharat 

· 3cr KT, [ mC1
2 J v = N---exp ----, . C; m 2KT. · ... (2) 

where cr, Ci are molecular constants introduced by Kihara, N is the number of 
molecules at 1 torr, and T. is the electron temperature. As shown by Persson2 

M ( eE )2 Te = Tu + 3K y;:z;: , ... (3} 
I 

~hich shows that T. increases with the increase of To and hence v increases, which 
increases the persistance time. From Fig. 5, it is . evident that as the magnitude of 
the applied radio frequency field is gradually increased for a constant value of the 
arc current, T, the time of persistance of the afterglow increases linearly. This is 
true for the three arc currents studied;· putting the value of KT. m the expression 
for v as deduced by Kihara we get 

3eEa [ mel N(3>..p)1/2 ]. 
v = C.(3"Ap)ll2 exp - 2eE . .. (4). 

and since according to our previous argument the persistence time T will be pro~ 
portional to v which to a ·certain approximation is proportional to E it is evident 
that persistance time will be proportional toE, for constant arc current. 
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It is observed from the . measurement of persistence "time in"presence of trans
verse .magnetic field that persistence . time increases when the magnetic field is 
present than in its absence. This is evident for the three magnetic :fields namely 
322 gauss, 580 gauss and 725 gauss, for the variation of arc current from 2.5 to 4_.5 
amp. The discharge tube was allowed to cool in the same environme~t during the 
time of recording. Magnetic field was switched on just before the switching off oft he 
arc current. Visually it was observed that as magp.etic field increases the radiofre
quency glow becomes brighter. We have observed ·in a number· of experiments 
that the intensity of spectral lines increased in a transverse . magnetic :field.N The 
enhancement of intensity of afterglow points to the fact thafthe afterglow is due 
mainly to the radiofrequency discharge created by the externally applied radio fre
quency field. 

The magnetic field also effects the continuance of the afterglow phenomena in 
another way. As we have already mentioned the loss of charged particles is due to 
recombination, attachment and diffussion and it is difficult to ascertain which loss 
process predominates. If we assume that loss of charged particles is :due to diffu
sion then as is well known the diffusion coefficient deqreases in presence of magnetic 
field according to the relation • . -

... (5) 

where WB ~ ( ~) the cyclot~on frequency and -r is the time for collision between 

c~arged particles and neutral a.toms and molecules. As diffusion of charged parti
cles towards the wall decreases the energy carried by the charged particles towards 
the wall where they are neutralised by recombination also decreases. Hence, the 
rate of loss of charged particles decreases whereas the ionization frequency 'IH due 
to radio frequency field in presence of magnetic field is not changed by a significant 
factor.s Consequently the net life time of charged particles in the afterglow increa
ses which can explain the enhancement of persistence time in presence of magnetic 
field.· 

It is difficult to isolate the loss process which predominates as has been 
mentioned earlier. The pressure inside the arc and its size can be so chosen that 
recombination may dominate over diffusion. In that case the magnetic field should 
not have any effect on the persistence time and if the losses do not depend on 
magnetic field dissociative recombination is the only dominating · loss mechanism in 
the afterglow plasma. ·This is the same argument that was put forward by Kuckes 
et a/.6 while investigating the decay of helium plasma in Bi Stellarator. As they 
observed that loss rate is independent of magnetic field between 2.9 and 3.5 leila
gauss it was conchided that plasma was recombination dominated and loss due to 
diffusion can be regarded as negligible. In this investigation, we have however, 
recorded thepersistence times only. Generally for· a fuller information of afterglow, 
densities of different particles are measured as a function. of time. The results are 
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. then analysed with the rate or continuity equations of particles and with a know
: ledge of electron temperature relaxation different macroscopic coefficients for the 
;particles are measured. Simply a knowledge of persistence time cannot give a clear 
:picture of the decay rates of particles. Lastly, the disappearence of occurrence of 
·a discharge was inferred visually by observing the glow. So when the. glow vanished 
we considered that the. afterglow ceased to exist. But the decay rates of charged 
'particles may be different from the decay rate of excited atoms which are respon
;sible for creating the visual picture of the glow. Generally, it is believed that during 
'the decay, production of new charged particles ceases and concentration of charged 
·particles then decreases by differen·t loss mechanisms such as recombination and 
:ambipolar diffusion approach-ing a finite but very small value. · However, for an 
:analysis of experimental data we have correlated the visual glow with the plasma 
'since the radiation is definiteiy an electron atom process, (either it is a recombination 
:radiation or an. electron excitation radia,tion). 

Attempts are being made to put fprward an analytical explanation of the 
:observed results. 
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